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Impact Litigation

This is a compilation of highlights
submitted by some of the legal aid
organizations that participate in the
CBA Legal Aid Committee. Not all
organizations were able to submit
highlights, but this compilation
provides an overview of some of the
great work happening in our
community. Thanks to everyone who
submitted highlights.
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Chicago Lawyers’ Committee for Civil
Rights Under Law: Lewis v. City of
Chicago
Impact: The city of Chicago has
been ordered and is in the
process of hiring 111 AfricanAmericans to be firefighters.
The City will also pay damages
and pension benefits to a class
of approximately 6,000 people,
in an amount ranging from $30
million to $50 million. In the
U.S. Supreme Court, we
established an important new
statute of limitations precedent
in a 9-0 decision.
Lewis v. City of Chicago is a race
discrimination disparate impact
class action, one of the largest
and most important cases of this
kind in the last decade. In 1995,
the City gave a test to choose
among firefighter applicants. A

passing score was 65, but the City
chose to hire only people who
scored 89 or higher. The use of
this higher cut-off score was
irrational – it was not in any way
related to selecting applicants who
would be better firefighters – and
it excluded African-American
applicants from being hired at
disproportionate rates.
Challenging the practice, plaintiffs
prevailed at trial. The case went
to the Supreme Court on a statute
of limitations issue, where
plaintiffs won 9-0, setting an
important precedent. In 2011
plaintiffs won again in front of the
Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals.
In August, 2011 the District Court
ordered the implementation of

relief. Pursuant to that order,
the City is in the process of hiring
111 African-American class
members to be firefighters and
will pay damages and pension
benefits between $30 million
and $50 million, to be
distributed among
approximately 6,000 class
members. Throughout the
litigation the plaintiffs have been
represented by the Chicago
Lawyers’ Committee for Civil
Rights, law firm members of the
Lawyers’ Committee, and the
NAACP Legal Defense &
Education Fund, Inc.
Citation: 130 S.Ct. 2191 (2010); 643
F.3d 2011 (7th Cir. 2011); 98 C 5596
(N.D.Ill.)

Uptown People’s Law Center:
Prisoner’s Rights
Four major cases: (1) Won the
right of prisoners transferred to
Illinois’ supermax prison at
Tamms to a due process hearing
(decision, June 20, 2010, but still
fighting about implementation).
Co-counsel with DLA Piper. (2)
Filed class action case alleging
that deaf and hard of hearing
prisoners in Illinois are not
provided the assistance they
need for effective
communication—for example, at
medical appointments,
disciplinary hearings, classes,
etc. (co-counsel with Equip for

Equality and Winston & Strawn).
(3) Working with the
Department of Corrections to
reform the way mentally ill
prisoners are treated, as part of
an informal discovery and
settlement process in a class
action case in U.S. District Court
for the Central District of Illinois
(co-counsel with Equip for
Equality, Mayer Brown, and SNR
Denton). (4) Filed class action
case alleging that prisoners in
Illinois are not given proper
medical treatment (co-counsel
with Seyfarth Shaw).

For more information, please
contact:
Alan Mills,
773-769-1411
alanmills@comcast.net
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Access Living, with Equip for
Equality SNR Denton, and
the ACLU: Colbert v. Quinn
Impact: People with disabilities on
Medicaid will have a choice as to
whether they wish to live in a nursing
facility or in the community. In settling
the case, the State of Illinois agreed to
transition 1,100 people into the
community during the first 30 months
of implementation. The State of Illinois
will provide funding for transition costs,
home modifications, and a housing
subsidy so those class members can
move to the community.
This class action, filed in 2007, is one of a
trio of cases filed by a coalition of legal
aid providers and pro bono attorneys
including Access Living, Equip for
Equality, ACLU of Illinois, the Bazelon
Center, SNR Denton, and Kirkland & Ellis.
The three cases are Colbert v. Quinn,
Ligas v. Hamos, and Williams v. Quinn.
All three cases have settled and the
State is working on implementation
plans that will carry out the consent
decree obligations.
The Colbert v. Quinn case was brought
on behalf of all Medicaid-eligible adults
with disabilities who reside in nursing
facilities in Cook County and who, with

appropriate support and services, may
be able to live in a community based
setting.
Under the Consent Decree:
- Class members will be provided with
the opportunity to receive appropriate
supports and services in the least
restrictive environment that is
appropriate to their needs.
- In the first 30 months, the State will
provide housing assistance that will
permit more than 1,000 class members
currently living in nursing facilities to
move into housing in the community.
- An Independent Monitor will be
appointed to oversee the
implementation of the Consent Decree.
- Based upon the first 30 months
experience, the parties and the
Monitor will develop a "Cost Neutral
Plan" for the rest of the class members.

Equip for
Equality:
Ligas v. Hamos
In the related case, Ligas v. Hamos, the
court gave final approval to a decree in
a statewide class action on behalf of
people with developmental disabilities
living in large privately-owned and
state-funded facilities. The Decree
provides that up to 6,000 residents in
institutions, along with an additional
3,000 people with developmental
disabilities living at home, will receive
community services.

For more information, please contact:
Barry Taylor,
barryt@equipforequality.org

For more information, please contact:
Patti Werner, 312-640-2148 or
PWerner@accessliving.org

Shriver Center
Impact: Pursuant to a settlement, public housing residents who
were being forced to relocate into high-poverty, racially segregated
communities were afforded substantial benefits and relocation
opportunities.
Shriver filed suit in federal court against the Housing Authority of
Cook County and the United States Department of Housing and Urban
Development to stop the demolition of family public housing and the
relocation of residents into poverty-concentrated, racially segregated
communities. The case settled by consent decree in November 2011.
Housing authority will replace lost units with project-based vouchers
in communities of opportunity and create a housing mobility
counseling program to ensure that families participating in the
tenant-based Housing Choice Voucher program have the chance to
access communities of opportunity. The case also resulted in federal
administrative changes to the way public housing demolitions are
approved or denied.
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Policy Changes
Cabrini Green Legal Aid
Impact: Passage of a law
expanding sealing for acquittals
and dismissals
The most important
development in CGLA’s criminal
records program in 2011 was the
passage of House Bill 298. This is
the first “expansion” of
expungement, or sealing, since
2005 and allows for the sealing
of felony acquittals and
dismissals. After months of
collaborative work with our
partner organizations, the bill
passed unanimously out of the
Senate and is currently awaiting

the Governor’s signature.
According to a recent study, over
60% of felony arrests in Cook
County result in an acquittal or
dismissal. Before HB 298
passed, a person with any other
conviction on their record was
ineligible under the law to seal
the dismissed felony charges.
HB 298 was introduced in
January to address the law’s
deficiency and unfairness.
Sponsored by Representative
Connie Howard, it was the same

bill (with minor changes) that
was defeated in the House last
year. We worked with our
partners to educate members of
the General Assembly and to
build a coalition with law
enforcement to ensure the bill’s
success during this legislative
session. The bill passed
unanimously out of the Senate
and is currently awaiting the
Governor’s signature.
Citation: HB298
Contact: Beth Johnson or Paul Haidle,
312.738.2452

Health & Disability Advocates
Impact: The Home/Hospital
Instruction bill, which strengthens
the provision of home-based and
in-hospital education for sick kids,
was signed into law by Gov. Pat
Quinn in July 2011 as an
amendment to the Illinois School
Code. HDA’s work on this
legislation came about because of
cases such as the A.S. case.
When the 2010-2011 school year
started, A.S. was already in the
middle of intensive chemotherapy
treatments for a rare cancer of the
body’s connective tissue, which
limited his ability to make it
through a the school day. After
moving closer to the treating

doctors, A.S.’s mother
attempted to enroll him in
homebound education for that
district’s receiving high school
but the enrollment was
repeatedly delayed and denied
for weeks. HDA advocated
exhaustively for A.S. until he was
finally enrolled two hours before
his school’s Christmas vacation.
Unfortunately, A.S.’s condition
worsened and he was
recommended to start remote
in-hospital education which
resulted in further delays by the

school to provide learning
materials. A.S. died one and a
half months later. Two days
later, the school called to say the
program materials were finally
ready. Even with the turmoil she
was going through during her
child’s final days, his mother was
willing to help draft a powerful
letter to Illinois state legislators
in support of the bill HDA had
drafted to strengthen the
provision of homebound and inhospital education services to
sick children. The floor vote in
the House was dedicated by the
sponsor to A.S. (See also, K.H.
under Litigation)

“Before HB 298 passed, a
person with any other
conviction on their record
was ineligible under the
law to seal the dismissed
felony charges.”

Citation: HB1706, P.A. 097-0123

Center for Economic Progress (CEP)
Impact: In December of 2011, the
state legislature approved an
expansion of the Illinois Earned
Income Tax Credit (EITC) which
supplements low wages, and
Governor Quinn signed the bill on
January 10, 2012, the most
significant increase in more than a
decade.
With strong leadership provided by
CEP in 2000, Illinois established an
EITC program that currently
reaches more than 700,000 Illinois

taxpayers and provides them an
average refund of just over $100.
This is in addition to the average
federal EITC benefit of $2,190. As
of January 1, 2012, the state EITC
has been expanded from 5% of the
federal EITC to 7.5%. As of January
1, 2013, the state EITC will expand
to 10% of the federal EITC. When
our clients file this year, the
maximum state EITC will come to
about $288. Next year it will
expand to about $432 and by 2014

to $576. With the incredible
challenges that low-income families
face in today’s economy, and
limited political support for those
struggling to get out of poverty, the
expansion is a huge victory for our
state’s most vulnerable citizens and
their families.
Citation: SB400, Public Act 097-0652
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Cabrini Green Legal Aid
Impact: Ensure that petitioners
for expungement or sealing
receive a decision in a timely
fashion.

“ By the end of this
calendar year, individuals
filing a petition to expunge
or seal will receive a
hearing date within 75

The volume of petitions filed in
the First District is large, with
over 6,000 petitions filed each
year. Hearings were set when
an objection was filed by the
State’s Attorney’s Office, with
the Clerk’s Office scheduling a
hearing date and providing
notice to the petitioner.
Although Live Call began
successfully, by November of
2011, the hearings being set
were for petitions filed 10
months prior, with only 95% of
the petitions filed in that year
receiving a result. We had a
backlog of almost 4,000 petitions
due to the failures in the system.
The way the system was set up

put too much burden on the
State’s Attorney’s Office (where
there are only two Assistant
State’s Attorneys assigned) to
keep the court dates on track.
On November 3, 2011, we
organized all the major players
to have a meeting with Judge
Biebel, at which time our
agencies proposed a change.
Instead of only setting hearings
when an objection is field, we
urged him to consider setting a
hearing for all petitioners,
ensuring a backlog would not
result and all petitioners would
eventually receive their day in
court and not wait close to a
year for a decision. He agreed to
a complete change in the
system, to allocating more
judicial resources, as well as
allocating other court resources,

such as court reporters and
sheriff’s. Beginning in January of
2012, we would have hearings
three days a week and the
Clerk’s Office was to begin
setting hearing dates for all
petitioners filed in 2011,
beginning with January and
working through the entire year.
By August of 2012, we will be
caught up with all petitions filed
in 2011 and have the petitions
filed in 2012 start receiving a
hearing date after. By the end of
this calendar year, individuals
filing a petition to expunge or
seal will receive a hearing date
within 75 days of the filing,
versus one year from the filing
date.
Contact: Beth Johnson or Paul
Haidle, 312.738.2452

days of the filing.”

Program Highlights
Legal Assistance Foundation
LAF's Public Benefit Enrollment
Projects enrolled over 5,000 low
income households into the
SNAP, Medicaid, and/or TANF
programs. The documented
value of the benefits obtained
for these households exceeded
1.5 million dollars. Over 10,000
individuals benefitted from
these Projects.
. LAF's City Enrollment Project
houses paralegal staff in 6
community service centers. The

Project staff enrolls low income
residents of the City of Chicago
into public benefit programs
working collaboratively with City
of Chicago staff. LAF has
administered this program for
the last two years and the
program is funded again in 2012.

LAF housed paralegals in the
various community based and
social service organizations
throughout the City and
Suburbs. This grant was for 1
year only.
Contact: Bill Kolon, 312-347-8303

LAF was also awarded 1 of 5
grants nationally in 2011 to
provide enrollment services to
low income clients throughout
Cook County. With this grant,
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Illinois Legal Aid Online
ILAO launched the Illinois Legal
Aid Mobile App & Illinois Pro
Bono Mobile App and designed
an Interactive Expungement/
Sealing Tool.
The Illinois Legal Aid app helps
non-lawyers find legal
information and forms for issues
like divorce, custody, criminal
records, small claims, eviction,
foreclosure, unemployment,
name change, guardianship and
more. Plain language legal
information includes FAQs, stepby-step instructions and referrals
to helpful organizations.
The Illinois Pro Bono app

provides primers on Illinois law,
a volunteer opportunity search,
and a calendar of upcoming legal
events, including MCLE trainings.
The app also provides training
and support for volunteer work
through comprehensive guides
on divorce, custody, mortgage
foreclosure, landlord/tenant,
civil procedure and consumer
law.
In addition, ILAO, with help from
Cabrini Green Legal Aid,
designed specialized online
interviews available on
IllinoisLegalAid.org to determine
whether a person is likely to

qualify for expungement, juvenile
record expungement, sealing, or
clemency based on their responses to
questions about their criminal record.
Website users who appear eligible to
seal or expunge their criminal records
in Cook County can access the website’s
interactive form preparation system.
Those in other parts of the state can
access instructions and forms created
by the Office of the State Appellate
Defender.
Contact: Teri Ross at
tross@illinoislegalaid.org

Domestic Violence Legal Clinic
The Pro Bono Project at the
Domestic Violence Courthouse, a
partnership between DVLC and
the Office of the Chief Judge,
utilizes volunteer attorneys from
area law firms to provide free
representation for domestic
violence victims. The Pro Bono
Project’s network of pro bono
attorneys, overseen by the

Domestic Violence Legal Clinic,
have provided free
representation for one-hundred
eighty five (185) domestic
violence victims since January
31, 2011.
Pro Bono Project attorneys
represent clients in civil order of
protection cases from their

inception until their conclusion.
DVLC’S Pro Bono Director
provides training, support, and
on-site assistance for
participating attorneys on a fulltime basis. The Pro Bono Project
draws volunteer attorneys from
seventeen (17) area law firms.
Contact: Heather Moore at
hmoore@dvlcchicago.org

Illinois Legal Aid Online and Legal
Assistance Foundation
Hispanics in Illinois unable to
afford an attorney now have an
online Spanish-language
resource to help them resolve
their legal problems. The new
website, www.AyudaLegalIL.org,
developed by Illinois Legal Aid
Online and Legal Assistance
Foundation (LAF), delivers easyto-use, free legal information in
more than two dozen areas of
law.
AyudaLegalIL.org, which is a

mirrored version of the awardwinning www.IllinoisLegalAid.org
provides free, plain language
legal information and resources
for common legal problems and
zip code-based referrals to local
legal services programs across
the state. The website helps
lower-income Spanish-speakers
navigate a confusing legal
system when facing legal issues

like domestic violence, mortgage
foreclosure, and immigration.
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First Defense Legal Aid
Working with the Chicago
Coalition for Police
Accountability, we helped to
reform the Chicago Police Board
Ordinance to promote
transparency and fairness in the
review of allegations of police
misconduct.

We also doubled the number of
participants in our Street Law
education program, reaching
3,264 people this year.

Center for Disability
and Elder Law
Equip for Equality
Abuse Investigation Unit Releases
National Restraint Study
Restraint is an intrusive and
dangerous intervention that can
have significant adverse physical
and emotional consequences for
the individual who is restrained.
Equip for Equality’s Abuse
Investigation Unit, in cooperation
with several organizations and
medical experts, conducted a
review of 61 restraint related
deaths of children and adults with
disabilities and released a report,
Equip for Equality’s National
Review of Restraint-Related Deaths
of Adults and Children with
Disabilities, The Lethal
Consequences of Restraint. The
review documents the immediate
need to alert policymakers at state
and national levels to the serious
risks and fatal outcomes associated
with restraint, so that measures can
be employed to reduce and
eliminate reliance on restraint and
prevent deaths. It further
documents that current efforts to
reduce and eliminate restraint have
been inadequate and must be
dramatically enhanced, expanded

to all settings where restraints are
utilized, and include a ban on
dangerous restraint practices.
Special Education Clinic Establishes
New Medical Partnerships
In 2011, the Special Education
Clinic at Equip for Equality
expanded its capacity by
developing numerous medical
partnerships. The Clinic started onsite clinic hours at Erie Humboldt
Park Family Health Center, Stroger
Hospital, and Rush University
Medical Center, joining a previous
partnership with UIC’s Family
Clinic. The ability to meet with
families in familiar settings and
upon the referral of medical
professionals has increased the
Clinic’s ability to reach families
who otherwise might not know of
our services or feel comfortable
contacting us. Moreover, by
developing these relationships
with medical professionals, the
Clinic hopes to gain greater access
to needed information and
documentation for vital special
education services and supports.

In 2011,CDEL organized 62
Senior Center Initiative (SCI)
workshops, with CDEL volunteer
attorneys providing Powers of
Attorney and Living Declarations
to 769 individuals.
CDEL staff attorneys conducted
107 outreach presentations at
senior centers throughout Cook

County. In the presentations,
CDEL spoke with approximately
1,432 seniors.
CDEL conducted 15 Continuing
Legal Education seminars,
training approximately 175
attorneys on the SCI and Powers
of Attorney.

Indo-American Center
As we are new to providing
representation to clients, our
biggest highlight is that we have
begun taking on cases in which we
represent clients from the
beginning to the end of their case.
We have not taken on extremely
complicated cases, but the
expansion of our services is
exciting as we are on our way to
being able to serve the greater
needs of our community. We still
provide and have grown our brief
representation services; however
we are in the process of training
and getting our staff up to speed
to expand our services. In that
vein, we are in the process of

applying for Board of Immigration
Appeals accreditation for one new
staff member and look to add a
staff member with considerable
immigration experience. In
addition to growing our
department, we have made efforts
to expand our outreach and have a
MOU with Apna Ghar so that we
can work together to serve the
immigration needs of their clients.

James B. Moran Center for Youth Advocacy
The Ask A Lawyer, started in July
of 2011, is a new program from
the Moran Center which
provides free legal information
and access to attorneys for lowincome Evanston residents who
could not otherwise afford an
attorney. The Ask A Lawyer

program runs on the first
Tuesday of every month at the
Evanston Public Library and is
staffed by attorneys and social
workers from the Moran Center
as well as trained volunteers
from partner law firms and
corporate in-house counsel.

In collaboration with the Clerk of
the Circuit Court of Cook County,
the Youth Job Center of
Evanston and Cabrini Green
Legal Aid, the Moran Center
produced the first ever
Expungement Expo in northern
Cook County. Approximately

150 individuals were able to improve
their employment, education and
housing opportunities through the
program. In addition to volunteer
attorneys who provided assistance in
filling out expungement applications,
breakout sessions were offered in
employment law and housing.
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Shriver
Center
Shriver Center staff participated
in a number of legislative
drafting groups. Shriver was also
involved with the expansion of
bridge programs at Chicago City
Colleges (CCC) and student
support services, including what
their academic and vocational
advisors need to know, the
implementation of Title IX, and
issues related to students with

criminal backgrounds. Shriver
members also testified at the
Legislative Study Committee on the
Health Benefits Exchange,
organized numerous panel
discussions for asset opportunities;
and wrote or co-wrote nationally
recognized reviews in a variety of
public concern magazines.

World Relief - Chicago:
Immigrant Legal Services
ILS served 1,414 unduplicated
clients, which represents an
increase of 53 % compared to the
previous fiscal year. These are
some of the services that were
provided to these clients: WRC’s
ILS assists individuals to be
reunited with their family
members through family-based
immigration petitions, assistance
in adjusting status in the US to
lawful permanent residency
status, permanent residency
petitions for refugee children,
consular processing assistance for
relatives of US citizens and Legal
Permanent Residents, removal of
conditions to conditional
residence, and VAWA (Violence
Against Women Act) self-petitions,
VAWA adjustment of status

petitions, and U Visa petitions for
victims of crimes, mostly related to
domestic violence affecting women
who usually have children. During
2011, WRC’s ILS provided 247 of the
above mentioned family reunification
services to a total of 169 individuals.
Moreover, during 2011, ILS provided
naturalization and citizenship-related
assistance with legal screening and
naturalization application preparation
services, both at in-house
appointments and large naturalization
workshops in the North and
Northwest side of Chicago to a total of
448 naturalization applicants.

Lawyers’ Committee for Better Housing
LCBH launched its Tenants in
Foreclosure Information Desk on
the 14th floor of the Daley
Center. This information desk,
operating on the eviction floor
four mornings a week, was
established to provide tenants
and attorneys in eviction court
with legal information regarding
tenants’ rights during
foreclosure with the goal of
preserving tenancies and

avoiding unwarranted evictions.
Since the beginning of its
operation, the desk has given
out 364 foreclosure brochures,
made 211 referrals to the 6th
floor help desk, provided 108
foreclosure counselings, and
provided general eviction
information to 143 tenants.
Tenants in Foreclosure
Intervention Project released its
second annual report on the

foreclosure crisis as it related to
tenants in Chicago. Entitled,
“Banks Avoid Foreclosure Law,
Uproot Renters: A Call for
Enforcement of Tenant
Protections,” the report shows that
in the last two years 12,334
Chicago apartment buildings went
into foreclosure affecting 37,726
units of housing. In 2010, an
average of 123 buildings a week
entered into foreclosure. The same

community areas most impacted
by foreclosure in 2009 were again
inundated with high rates of
apartment building foreclosure
filings in 2012, with the highest
areas forming a virtual
“foreclosure belt” in the city. The
Report also examines the
wholesale violation of federal,
state and local laws designed to
protect tenants in foreclosure by
successors-in-interest to the
foreclosed properties.
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Significant
Litigation & Other
Matters

Life Span Center for Legal
Services & Advocacy
This case illustrates Life Span’s
zealous representation of clients
in inter-jurisdictional custody
and child abduction cases.
This client was represented by a
private attorney during the
pendency of her divorce. An
agreed custody judgment was
entered in 2008 granting Robin
sole custody of the parties’ now
12 year old daughter.
After the divorce judgment was
entered, the ex-husband moved
to Las Vegas, Nevada. In June of
2011, the ex-husband went to
Robin’s home while she was at
work, took the daughter, and
returned to Nevada with her.
Robin immediately obtained an
order of protection and an order

Family Defense Center
Impact: The First District
Appellate Court issued a
sweeping decision that declared
that an accidental injury to a
child, even though severe, which
occurred while a teen mom was
doing an art project, did not fall
within the definition of abuse or
neglect under the Act and also
declared that DCFS’s “blatant
disregard” standard was not
authorized by the Act.
The FDC has had a number of
cases in which DCFS has treated
a severe or unusual injury as

necessarily due to neglect or
abuse and has treated parents
more harshly depending on how
serious the injuries are, even if
the evidence of wrongdoing by
the parents is very weak.
On June 17, 2011, fully two years
after the initial hearing that was
decided against the teen
mother, in a decision by Justice
Robert Gordon, the Illinois
Appellate Court declared that
the accident to N. was just that:
an accident, not child neglect. In
so ruling, the Court held that the
decision that Asia neglected N.
is, “clearly erroneous.”
Citation: Slater v. Dep’t Children and
Family Servs., 953 N.E.2d 44 (Ill.
App., 2nd Dist. 2011).

for return of the daughter.
Despite the orders however, she
was unsuccessful in getting the
authorities to effect the return
of her daughter. As a result, she
contacted Life Span in July of
2011 for representation in
getting the daughter returned.
Kevin Curran filed a motion on
Robin’s behalf to modify the
order of protection to add
additional language to effect the
return. Based on Kevin’s
conversations with the Nevada
police, the police made contact
with the ex-husband and
convinced him to return the
child. The ex-husband finally
returned the child to Chicago
without incident.
Citation: James Faulkner v. Robin
Faulkner 07D000067

Life Span Center for Legal
Services & Advocacy
Impact: In June the Appellate
Court, 1st District, delivered its
first opinion on the Civil No
Contact Order (CNCO) Act,
overturning the trial court’s denial
of a CNCO to our client, JM, a
victim of alleged acquaintance
rape, and ordering the issuance of
the CNCO without further
proceedings.
The justices found the trial court’s
decision to be against the manifest
weight of the evidence. The ruling
benefits every victim of sexual
assault in Illinois who petitions for
a CNCO because it lays out clearly
what evidence is appropriate and
adequate to prove the elements of
the case. Perhaps more
importantly, the Appellate Court
found that, just because the victim

was intoxicated at the time of the
attack, that fact does not render
her testimony not credible. This
ruling is crucial because studies
show that as many as 74% of
acquaintance rapes, like that of
our client JM, occur when the
victim is intoxicated. The JM
opinion has far reaching positive
implications for every woman
and every girl in Illinois who is at
risk for being sexually assaulted.

Citation: JM v Briseno 2011 IL App
(1st) 091073
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Legal Aid Society of Metropolitan
Family Services (LAS)
Impact: Tenants threatened
with eviction in a large,
uninhabitable building were
protected from eviction for
withholding rent to force repairs
and from complying with a
vacate order by City of Harvey’s
condemnation proceedings.
LAS and the Metropolitan
Tenants Organization (MTO)
work in partnership to address
housing issues in the south
suburbs. In 2011, MTO identified
an 80-unit building in south
suburban Harvey that had
terrible conditions (mold, nonfunctioning plumbing, rats,
broken porches, etc.). MTO
began working with the tenants.
LAS represented several tenants

who had withheld rent and were
facing eviction. When the City
posted notices requiring the
tenants to vacate the building,
MTO and LAS got the city to
delay the evictions and brokered
an agreement with the landlord
to begin making repairs and
forgive all past due rents back to
September. When the landlord
did not remedy the conditions,
the City again posted notices
requiring the tenants to vacate.
LAS’ Pro Bono Program located a
law firm that agreed to file a
Temporary Restraining Order to
prevent the City from forcing the
tenants out. MTO located a
program that will help the
tenants re-locate and secured
grants for first month’s rent and

security deposits. LAS brokered
an agreement with the landlord
to drop the eviction proceedings
that were still pending if the
tenants vacated their
apartments by February 15th
when the new apartments will
be available. Negotiations with
the City are in process to appoint
a receiver to manage the
building rather than tear it
down.
For more information, please
contact:
Kendra Reinshagen
reinshak@metrofamily.org,
312.986.4217
Michael Dickman
dickmanm@metrofamily.org,
708.974.5841

Center for Economic Progress, Tax
Clinic
The U.S. Tax Court ruled in favor
of our client and granted relief
from joint and several tax liability
under Sec. 6015, I.R.C. of
approximately $55,000. The court
found that the taxpayer did not
participate meaningfully in the
prior deficiency proceeding and,
therefore, was not barred under
Sec. 6015(g)(2), I.R.C. and res
judicata from claiming the relief.
A 70-year old retiree, who was
fighting the IRS for ten years, filed
a federal joint tax return with a
spouse who gambled at casinos
and played the lottery during their
marriage. Our client gathered all
necessary documents to prepare
the return and had no reason to
believe that the information was
incorrect. The IRS examined the
return and determined additional
tax liability. Unfortunately, our

client depended on the spouse
to contest the liability since that
spouse engaged in the gambling
activities that gave rise to the
liability and had personal
knowledge about the winnings
and losses associated with the
gambling activities.
Our client’s spouse stopped
cooperating during the
examination and provided the
IRS with documents different
from those used in preparing the
tax return. The matter was
further complicated by
inadequate legal representation
that our client received prior to
contacting our Tax Clinic. Our
client’s prior attorney
represented both spouses in the
tax dispute with the IRS and in
their contentious divorce. As a
result of this conflict of interest

and other procedural failings of
our client’s prior attorney, our
client was deemed liable for
additional tax based on the
spouse’s gambling activities. The
Tax Clinic helped our client to
claim a relief from liability after a
total of ten years of responding
to the IRS, following numerous
formalities of requesting
innocent spouse relief for about
$55,000, and going through Tax
Court litigation. This case shed
light on definition of "meaningful
participation" and highlighted
conflict of interest issues in tax
controversy.
Citation: 137 T.C. No. 7
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Legal
Center for Disability & Elder Law
Assistance
CDEL volunteer attorneys
later and the client asked a
Client lost approximately
obtained a $160,000.00
friend of his to help him get his
$40,000 in Social Security funds
Foundation judgment in an elder financial SS checks. The friend lied and
over the years he was being
LAF assisted a veteran and his
family, who were victims of
rescue fraud, to settle a
foreclosure case and purchase a
new home with an affordable
loan.
Christine and Israel Muniz live in
Chicago’s south suburbs with
their three children. Israel serves
in the Illinois National Guard and
multiple deployments overseas
made it challenging for him to
maintain a steady flow of income,
which caused the family to have
financial difficulties. When Israel
was last deployed, Christine was
struggling to manage the family’s
finances while caring for her ill
mother and their three children
and became a victim of what is
known as mortgage rescue fraud.
The company engaged in this
fraud contacted Christine and
convinced her that she could save
her home from foreclosure and
rebuild her credit by refinancing
with them. Unfortunately,
unbeknownst to her, what they
really did was cause Christine to
transfer title to their home in a
fraudulent transaction.
Christine sought help from the
Home Ownership Preservation
Project of the Legal Assistance
Foundation (LAF), one of the
organizations that receive critical
funding from LSC. LAF helped
Christine and Israel fight the
foreclosure and get the money
back that the rescue fraud
company had stolen from them in
this scam. After the hard work of
their LAF lawyers, the Muniz
family was able to settle with the
mortgage company, and they
have been able to find a new
home and move on with their
lives.
For more information, please contact:
Dan Lindsey
312-347-8365
dlindsey@lafchicago.org

abuse case involving a stroke
victim who had his Social
Security (SS) checks stolen for
several years by a payee.
This was an elder abuse case for
a client who had a stroke in
1995, which left him physically
unable to function by himself.
Client’s mother handled all of his
finances and personal decisions.
Mother passed away a few years

said that the client would no
longer receive the Social Security
checks. Client did not receive SS
checks for 3 years. Client then
called Social Security to "start
payment again" and was
informed that he had been
receiving money for the past 3
years.
Apparently, Client’s name had
been forged on the checks and
deposited in his own account.

defrauded. Client called CDEL
who referred the file to two
CDEL volunteer attorneys. The
attorneys sued the payee and
obtained a $158,849.48
judgment. CDEL and the
volunteer attorneys are now
working on collecting on the
judgment.
Case No.: 2011 L 006081

James B. Moran Center
In July 2009, the Moran Center
represented K.D. in his juvenile
delinquency proceeding. During
the sentencing phase of the
delinquency proceeding, the
court appointed DCFS as
guardian of K.D., then age 16,
making K.D. a ward of the court.
On appeal to the Illinois
Appellate Court, DCFS
contended that the Circuit Court
was without subject matter
jurisdiction to enter such an
order, arguing that the Juvenile
Court Act requires the filing of a
neglect petition before a court

may appoint DCFS as guardian of
a minor at least 15 years of age,
in a delinquency proceeding
pursuant to section 5–
710(1)(a)(iv) of the Act. On
behalf of K.D., the Moran Center
argued that section 5–
710(1)(a)(iv), as amended in
2008, confers upon the Circuit
Court authority to determine
that “an independent basis of
abuse, neglect, or dependency”
exists, without strictly adhering
to the procedural requirements
for neglect petitions in Article II
of the Act.
The Appellate Court agreed with

K.D. and affirmed. Based on the
language added in 2008, section
5–710(1)(a)(iv) of the Act vested
the Circuit Court with authority
to make a finding that K.D. was
neglected based on the social
investigation report that neither
parent could care for him, which
provided an independent basis
for a neglect finding apart from
the facts underlying the
delinquency petition. Based on
such a finding, the court had
authority to place K.D. in the
guardianship of DCFS as a
condition of his probation.
Citation: 407 Ill.App.3d 395

Lawyers for the Creative Arts
Breach of Contract/Estates
Dispute
Client, a talented artist, sought
advice to recover payment for a
sculptural work he sold to two
individuals who died in a tragic
accident prior to making final
payment. The law firm of
Quarles & Brady provided help
from attorneys in both its
Chicago and Milwaukee offices,
who filed a claim on Client’s

behalf to recover from the
estate.
On October 21, 2011, after
nearly two and half years of
volunteer representation, the
matter settled. Client wrote to
us stating, “I want to thank you
and the Lawyers for the Creative
Arts for your help and support.
Today, I received payment in full
for my sculpture… [The buyers]
took possession of my sculpture
on November 30, 2007. I would

never have had funds to pay a
law firm for that much time.”
LCA Staff and one in house
volunteer and law clerk provided
research and advised Client
separately on related matters.

Contact:
Marci Rolnik, mrolnik@law-arts.org
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Lawyers for the Creative Arts
Intellectual Property Protection
Client, a visual artist, developed
a unique videogame concept and
received assistance from
Benjamin Liu, an attorney in
private practice. As a result of
provided legal counsel, Client
was able to release his game,
starting in early July.

Client’s game is an instructional
tool to teach children about a
rare musical instrument used by
an ethnic minority in a fun
interactive gaming environment.
The unique controller is
considered a work of visual
artwork (and exhibited as such in
2010) and has a specialized air
pressure chamber that enables it

to “sing.” In September, 2011,
Client launched his gaming kits in
Chicago Public classrooms.
For more information, please
contact:
Marci Rolnik: LCA
Bejamin Liu: Law Offices of Ben Liu

“Through the advocacy of
CMLPC attorneys, K.H.

Lawyers for the Creative Arts
Intellectual Property Litigation
Client, a writer and performer, cowrote a one man play. The play
became very successful and the
two writers entered into an
exclusive arrangement with an
entity to license rights to all parties
outside of Chicago. The writers
formed a corporation and
registered copyright in their play
and numerous other creative
works with the U.S. Copyright
Office. The writers had a falling
out, partly over rights to sequels to
the play, and entered into litigation
in the federal courts.
Client took out multiple mortgages
on her home to defend the lawsuit.
She drained all her financial
resources before turning to LCA for
help on several occasions at

various phases in the federal
lawsuit and regarding a related
complex arbitration in New York
regarding rights to royalties
withheld by the play’s licensor.
Client ultimately obtained help
from three different law firms
with LCA’s help and is currently
represented by Jim Dasso, Jason
Berta, and Zakia Khan. This
amazing team of litigators put in
countless hours over a period of
time exceeding two years on
what has proved to be one of
the most complex joint
authorship cases in many years.
They devoted themselves
wholeheartedly to this client.
Jason has spent more than 1,000
hours in the last two years
working on this trial and a
related arbitration in New York

City. Zakia has spent nearly 340
hours on this case.
As a final note, at the end of the
trial, the Court commented on
the Firm's commitment to our
young lawyers. Judge Nolan
stated: "I particularly want to
say how much I appreciate Foley
& Lardner allowing young
lawyers full participation in the
case. I, unfortunately, from this
position don't see that very
often, and I think that it's a real
tribute ... to the firm that that's
the way you choose to do
things." This comment
underscores some of the value
of pro bono work.

finally received the
homebound instruction he
was entitled to ... because
he has been able to keep
up with his class
academically through the
homebound instruction he
received, he rejoined his
7th grade class in the fall.”

For more information, please
contact:
Marci Rolnik: LCA
Jim Dasso: Foley & Lardner

Health & Disability Advocates
When K.H., a 12-year-old boy who
suffers from End Stage Renal
Disease and who is on the waiting
list to receive a kidney transplant,
was in 6th grade at a Chicago
Public School, he underwent a
reconstructive bladder surgery.
K.H.’s mother and school jointly
decided that, after the surgery,
K.H. would have to receive
homebound instruction until his
health had stabilized and he had
adjusted to the catheters that
would have to be inserted during

the surgery. Thankfully K.H.’s
surgery was successful, however
the school never implemented the
homebound instruction that it had
agreed to provide, even though
K.H.’s mother submitted the
necessary documentation from
K.H.’s doctors. K.H. languished at
home for two months without
receiving a single hour of
instruction. Through the advocacy

of CMLPC attorneys, K.H. finally
received the homebound
instruction he was entitled to, as
well as additional compensatory
instruction to help make up for the
instructional hours that the school
had failed to provide. K.H. is now
healthy enough to return to school,
and because he has been able to
keep up with his class academically
through the homebound instruction
he received, he rejoined his 7th
grade class in the fall.
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Cabrini Green Legal Aid
Addressing unsettled legal
question: what rights does a
biological father have when
another man has signed a
voluntary acknowledgement of
paternity (VAP)?
Description: We represent the
biological father. Another man
signed a VAP for the child,
without the biological father
knowing. The “VAP dad” was
living with the mother at the
time of the birth, and was
helping raise the child. The
biological father was having
visitation with the children and
was paying money to mom, all
without VAP dad knowing. We
filed a petition on behalf of
biological father to vacate the
VAP based on fraud and material
mistake of fact. Judge Trew
denied our petition on the
grounds that the fraud and
material mistake were not
perpetrated against biological
father, so he could not succeed

with the petition to vacate.
Shortly thereafter, the case of
Unknown Minor came down (an
appeal from Judge Mills’s
courtroom), stating that
biological fathers have the right
to file for paternity even if there
is a VAP dad. The appellate court
stated that they did “not
construe their voluntary
acknowledgment of paternity to
be a legitimate means of
thwarting another man's
parentage action or a
permissible basis for interfering
with a father-child relationship.”
Judge Trew granted us leave to
file an amended complaint to
determine parentage (we had
already filed one in the case). In
the amended complaint we
argued to either (1) declare
biological dad to be the father,
thereby allowing the child to
have 3 parents, or (2) declare
biological dad to be the father
and invalidate the VAP. Custody
has been determined already

and VAP dad, who the child has
lived with since birth and is now age
4, has custody. We are not asking
to alter the custody determination.
The Office of the Public Guardian is
involved in the case and has been
fighting hard since the beginning of
this case to make sure biological
dad has no parental rights to the
child (filing a Motion to Dismiss the
Petition to Vacate VAP based on
standing, which was denied;
bringing a court reporter to the
hearing on the Vacate VAP petition
and having their appellate lawyer
present; having the appellate
lawyer draft the current Motion to
Dismiss the parentage petition
based on res judicata). Stay tuned
for what happens with this
case…but this could have severe
implications for biological fathers.
For more information, please contact:
Jill Roberts or Darryl Apperton,
312.738.2452

National Immigrant Justice Center
Impact: NIJC's complaint
triggered a national
investigation by the Office of
Civil Rights and Civil Liberties
(CRCL) into the conditions that
detained LGBT immigrants face
while in DHS custody, ranging
from lack of adequate medical
care to sexual assault. Following
CRCL’s visit to several facilities,
two jails amended their policy to
provide access to hormone
therapy treatment to
transgender individuals, and
examined their segregation
policies for LGBT individuals.
The complaint led to a
congressional hearing, resulting
in letter to Attorney General Eric
Holder and DHS Secretary Janet
Napolitano, signed by various
members of Congress, calling for
an investigation. A subsequent
joint congressional letter to the
Government Accountability

Office (GAO) also called for an
investigation, as did the New York
City Council. NIJC took the CRCL
complaint to the United Nations
Special Rapporteur on Torture and
Other Cruel, Inhuman or
Degrading Treatment or
Punishment and influenced the
rapporteur’s recent report to
denounce the misuse of solitary
confinement in immigration
detention. The complaint has also
helped NIJC advocate for the
extension of protections under the
Prison Rape Elimination Act
(PREA) to immigrants in the
custody of the federal
government.
In April 2011, NIJC filed a complaint
on behalf of 13 detained LGBT
immigrants held in immigration
detention throughout the country.
This complaint detailed various civil
rights violations, including
discriminatory treatment, abuse,

and medical neglect. The complaint
documented the denial of medical
care for HIV and other medical
issues, incidents of sexual assault,
and derogatory comments made by
prison officials regarding individuals’
LGBT status. NIJC supplemented its
April 2011 complaint with 4
additional complaints by LGBT
individuals detained in Arizona,
Illinois, Kentucky, and Wisconsin in
December of 2011. NIJC anticipates
the findings of CRCL's investigation
will shortly be made available and
intends to pressure the agency to
publicize its findings and
recommendations to the wider
public.
For more information, please contact:
Claudia Valenzuela,
(312) 660 -1308
cvalenzuela@heartlandalliance.org
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Legal Assistance Foundation:
Immigration Project
Impact: LAF represented victims
of work-related crimes before
federal law enforcement
agency.
Our clients worked in
restaurants located throughout
the Midwest. LAF argued that
large-scale abuses of workers
who contract for specific salaries
and are not paid under terms of
their contract, in addition to
enduring physical and emotional
abuse by employers, threats to

call immigration, and other
abuses, constitute labor-based
crimes that can support
eligibility for U visas. LAF's work
resulted in three individuals'
release from Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE)
custody, as the ongoing
investigation into such practices
continues. LAF clients can work
and remain in the U.S. during the
investigation. LAF also worked
with state and federal labor
agencies to educate them about

labor-based crimes.
Numerous state agencies have
now committed to
establishing protocols for such
cases.
For more information, please
contact:
Anna Lusero
alusero@lafchicago.org

As a legal community, we are
seeing more and more cases
where employers, headed for
bankruptcy, stop paying
employees while at the same
time promising to bring payroll
up to date in order to maximize
production until the very end.
Employees end up with no
wages, and the successor
companies refuse to accept
responsibility for the violation.
This decision sends a message to

companies who buy the assets of
other companies with
knowledge of such violations
that they may be liable for them.
The federal common law
doctrine of successor liability
differs from the Illinois common
law version. Under the Illinois
common law rule, successor
liability only attaches if: (1)
there is an express or implied
assumption of liability; (2) the
transaction amounts to a
consolidation, merger, or similar
restructuring of the two
corporations; (3) the purchasing
corporation is a "mere
continuation" of the seller; and
(4) the transfer of assets to the
purchaser is for the fraudulent

purpose of escaping liability
for the seller's debts. By
contrast, the federal common
law doctrine courts focuses on
notice, continuity, and the
predecessors' ability to provide
relief currently and when the
violation occurred. The court in
this case extended the federal
common law doctrine to the
FLSA and, additionally, decided
that it would focus primarily on
the first two factors (notice
and continuity). This decision
will help WHLC's efforts in
obtaining owed wages for
workers who were not paid for
all time worked.
Citation: 820 ILCS §115/1

It also found that the decision
against our client was contrary

to the manifest weight of the
evidence because it was
improper to rely on a hearsay
note of a previous investigator
who did not testify. This
allegation is the biggest

(a) DCFS may not hold children
for 48 hours; children are to be
released as soon as there is no
probable cause;
(b) DCFS may not threaten to hold
a child in custody in order to
secure a safety plan when it no
longer has reasonable suspicion
of the parents; that is coercive
and potentially violates due
process; and
(c) Most significantly, DCFS may
not take protective custody of
children (nor, by implication can
police or doctors) based on a
belief the child had been abused
or neglected alone, there must
also be exigent circumstances
making it impossible to get a
court order in advance of the
child’s removal from the home.
Citation: Hernandez ex rel. Hernandez
v. Foster, 657 F.3d 463 (7th Cir. 2011).

Family Defense Center
Impact: The Second District
Appellate Court declared, in a
2-1 opinion issued on
December 22, 2011, that the
“environment injurious”
allegation, which is used in
thousands of DCFS cases every
year, is void.

The 7th Circuit issued a major
opinion that sets forth a new
standard for taking and keeping
custody of children from their
parents during a child protection
investigation.
There are three major holdings of
the opinion:

Working Hands Legal Clinic
Impact: Working Hands obtained
one of a handful of decisions in
the nation extending the common
law doctrine of successor
liability for violations of the
Fair Labor Standards Act.

Family
Defense
Center

category of cases in the DCFS
system and is used as a catchall for very vague harms. A
Petition for Leave to Appeal to
the Illinois Supreme Court by
the Attorney General was filed
on January 26.
Citation: Julie Q. v. Dep’t. Children
and Family Servs., 2011 WL
6793770 (Ill.App. 2 Dist., 2011)
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